Group Sound Therapy Sessions & Sound Baths
Couples Session - $140 for 60 minutes
A Sound Therapy Couples Session provides two individuals the opportunity to enjoy the benefits of sound therapy together.
Intention setting and a brief guided meditation, allows participants to settle into a deep relaxed state. Then metal Himalayan
Singing Bowls, crystal bowls, gongs, and more are played to create an immersive experience to bring peace and relaxation.
Aromatherapy may also be incorporated into the session at the request of the participants.

Couples Plus Session - $250 for 60 minutes
A Sound Therapy Couples Plus Session provides two couples (or one couple and their immediate family) the opportunity to enjoy
the benefits of sound therapy together. Intention setting and a brief guided meditation, allows participants to settle into a deep
relaxed state. Then metal Himalayan Singing Bowls, crystal bowls, gongs, and more are played to create an immersive experience
to bring peace and relaxation. Aromatherapy may also be incorporated into the session at the request of the participants.

Group Sound Bath - $350 for 90 minutes (up to 10 people = approx. $35/person)
Group Plus Sound Bath - $650 for 90 minutes (11 to 20 people = approx. $32.50/person)
A Group Sound Bath begins with a brief introduction, breathing/breath work, settling in, intention setting, then continues with the
singing bowls, drums, gongs, wind chimes, and other instruments. At some point in the meditation I will, more than likely, walk
around the space with a bowl or instrument. We will end our time with a brief closing/re-acclimating to the space and sharing.
Aromatherapy may also be incorporated into the session at the request of the participants.
NOTE - The information above is in reference to events held at the 7 Notes Natural Health studio in Ann Arbor. Events held at your
location can be arranged upon request. Additional fees apply for packing up, travel, set up, take down, etc. I am only able to
travel with two gongs maximum. Let's discuss what instruments you would like to incorporate into your session.

Event Suggestions - Name the Event something your audience will understand. I prefer “singing bowl meditation” or “sound bath”;
but not everyone knows what that is. Choosing a name for your event to match a theme is helpful.
Suggested themes are:
– Singing Bowl Symphony or Symphony of Bowls
– Singing Bowl Meditation
– Sound Bath featuring Himalayan and Crystal Singing Bowls
– Crystal Bowl Concert
– Sound Journey
– Restoration Day
Event Details – I arrive to set up at least an hour before the event's start time.
Pricing - If you are hosting me for a sound bath as a ticketed event at your organization or business, I encourage you to set the
ticket price for your market. I suggest $30 advance, $40 door for pricing. I request that you/your business handles registration
and payment. At the end of the event I ask that you pay me by either check, PayPal, or Venmo.
Advertising - I encourage you to promote the event on your website, social media, newsletter, etc. I will also promote the event
in my communications, social media, and website. Additionally, if you use Facebook, please create an Event and add 7 Notes
Natural Health (@robmeyerkukan) as a co-host. Images on the 7 Notes Natural Health Facebook page may be used for publicity of
the event.

